DOUBLE NEEDLE, NEEDLE FEED SEWING MACHINES

Every ARTiSAN model 2220 high speed double needle lockstitch sewing machine is manufactured up to the highest quality standards in the world. The 2220 models have what is referred to as a needle feed mechanism. This type of feeding system is designed to reduce fabric ply slippage and to sew an equidistant stitch length on most fabrics. ARTiSAN 2220 machines come in two different sub classes. The 2220-M uses “G” size standard rotating hooks and is for lighter weight fabrics. The 2220-B machines have a longer needle bar stroke and use size “U” large bobbin rotating hooks. ARTiSAN 2220-B machines are generally used on heavier weight fabrics and apparel leathers. Both models feature automatic lubrication systems, reverse levers for backtacking and stitch length regulator dials.

The ARTiSAN 2220 is utilized for sewing two parallel rows of stitching on most light to heavy fabrics such as silks, cottons, poly blends, and up to denim, canvas and apparel type leather too.

ARTiSAN 2220 machines are designed primarily for high speed production sewing operations. Professionals such as tailors, dressmakers, drapery workrooms, even home and craft sewers demanding the finest quality sewing machines choose the 2220 series when only the finest quality two needle stitching will do. The machines are available in various optional needle gauge sizes. 1/4" is standard.

- Automatic lubrication with a pressure oil pump.
- Sewing speeds up to 4,000 S.P.M.
- Uses prewound paper or normal metal bobbins.
- Backtacking with the reverse lever.
- Presser foot lift by knee up to 13 MM, by hand 7 MM
- Stitch length is adjustable by dial regulator
- Needle bar stroke: M-33.4MM, B-35MM
- Standard needle sizes: 135 x 7 #10 to 22
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Your Local Professional Sewing Machine Dealer is: